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Summary We present a generic and ﬂexible architecture
to realize CloudNets: virtual networks connecting geographically distributed cloud resources (such as storage or CPU)
with resource guarantees. Our architecture is federated and
supports different (and maybe even competing) economical
roles, by providing explicit negotiation and provisioning interfaces. Contract-based interactions and a resource description
language that allows for aggregation and abstraction, preserve the different roles’ autonomy without sacriﬁcing ﬂexibility. Moreover, since our CloudNet architecture is plugin
based, essentially all cloud operating systems (e. g., OpenStack) or link technologies (e. g., VLANs, OpenFlow, VPLS)
can be used within the framework. This paper describes two
roles in more detail: The Physical Infrastructure Providers (PIP)
which own the substrate network and resources, and the Virtual Network Providers (VNP) which can act as resource and
CloudNet brokers and resellers. Both roles are fully implemented in our wide-area prototype that spans remote sites and
resources.  Zusammenfassung Wir beschreiben
eine generische und ﬂexible Architektur, um Cloud Netzwerke

(kurz: CloudNets) zu realisieren. CloudNets sind virtuelle Netzwerke, die weltweit verteilte Cloud-Ressourcen verbinden (mit
Qualitätsgarantien). Unsere Architektur ist föderiert und unterstützt mehrere (eventuell sogar konkurrierende) ökonomische
Spieler, indem sie explizite Verhandlungs- und Administrationsschnittstellen anbietet. Durch vertragsbasierte Interaktionen und eine Ressourcenbeschreibungssprache, welche Aggregationen und Abstraktionen zulässt, ist die Autonomie der
unterschiedlichen Rollen ohne Flexibilitätsverluste gewährleistet. Durch einen Plugin-basierten Aufbau kann die CloudNetsArchitektur mit beliebigen Cloud-Betriebssystemen (z. B. OpenStack) und Linktechnologien (z. B. VLANs, OpenFlow, VPLS)
umgesetzt werden. Dieser Artikel befasst sich insbesondere mit
den folgenden zwei Rollen: Dem Provider der physikalischen
Infrastruktur (PIP), welcher das Substrat und dessen Ressourcen
besitzt und unterhält, und dem Virtuellen Netzwerk Provider
(VNP), welcher als Ressourcen- oder CloudNet-Broker auftreten
kann. Die VNP-Rolle kann dabei sogar rekursiv sein. Sowohl die
PIP- als auch die VNP-Rolle sind in unserem wide-area Prototyp
vollständig implementiert.
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1 Introduction
The virtualization paradigm is arguably the main innovation motor in today’s Internet. Especially server
virtualization (a. k. a. node virtualization) revolutionized
the server business over the last years, and in today’s
clouds, resources are fully virtualized. However, node
it – Information Technology



virtualization alone is meaningless if no access to the
cloud resources is provided: to ensure performance and
isolation guarantees, virtualization needs to be extended
to the communication network. Software-defined networks
(SDN) are one way to implement network and link virtualization [3].
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Contribution
The scientific contribution of this paper is the presentation of an architecture which supports the CloudNet
negotiation between different economic roles while respecting their autonomy. In particular, we have also
described interfaces and communication protocols between the physical infrastructure provider and the virtual
network provider roles. As a contribution to the research
community, we also present an open-source prototype
implementation of these concepts.
In particular, we present the anatomy and prototype
implementation of a flexible and federated CloudNet architecture. We will describe the Physical Infrastructure
Provider (PIP) role and the Virtual Network Provider
(VNP) role in more detail. The two roles communicate
requirements and allocations via clear negotiation interfaces and using a generic resource description language.
Since interfaces between players are generic and since
we do not distinguish between physical and virtual resources, a recursive role concept is supported (e. g., a VNP
sub-structured into other VNPs). Moreover, a high generality is achieved by a plugin architecture which allows
for replacement of underlying technologies and operating
systems.
In contrast to the distributed CloudNet architectures
by Baldine et al. [5] (whose control framework was partly
developed in NSF GENI project) or Ericsson’s Network
Embedded Clouds [6], our approach seeks to keep (and exploit) the embedding and resource allocation flexibilities
in the service specification without violating the autonomy of the different stakeholders.

2 Architecture
We first give some background on the CloudNet vision
and on network virtualization [7] in general.
The Road to CloudNets
Inter-provider QoS connectivity has been discussed for
many years now but it is still not widely supported. So
why should wide-area and multi-provider CloudNets become a reality now? We believe that the answer lies in the
economical incentives, and the recent virtualization and
Software-Defined Networking (SDN) trends (e. g., [3]).
Content and service providers (e. g., Netflix, Amazon,
etc.) as well as content distribution network providers
(e. g., Akamai) have become powerful players in the Internet and have stringent resource requirements. CloudNets
can help an ISP to monetarize its infrastructure, not only
by sharing resources but also by offering a flexible service
deployment. For example, in the architecture described
in this paper, physical infrastructure providers participate
in the service negotiation, which allows them to become
a service partner at eye-level (rather than being a pure
bitpipe provider).
We expect that CloudNets will first be deployed inside a single ISP. Such an innovative ISP may benefit
from a more efficient resource management, and may
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The concept of CloudNets (short for cloud networks)
takes the virtualization paradigm one step further, envisioning a unified approach which combines node and
link virtualization and offers Quality-of-Service (QoS)
guarantees, both on the nodes and the links. Basically,
a CloudNet describes a virtual network topology where
the virtual nodes represent cloud resources (e. g., storage
or computation) which are connected by virtual links.
While CloudNet concepts are already emerging in the
context of data centers (e. g., [1; 2]), we expect that in
the future, Internet Service Providers (ISP) will also offer flexibly specifiable and on-demand virtual networks,
connecting (heterogeneous) cloud resources with connectivity guarantees. The CPU and storage resources can
not only be distributed over large datacenters, but may
also be located, e. g., together with the ISP’s DSLAMs in
the central offices or Points-of-Presence (PoP), or even in
the street cabinets (in “nano-datacenters”). Hosting (and
migrating) services close to the users is known to increase
productivity and revenues: e. g., a better web performance
directly translates into higher productivity at Google, and
higher revenue at Microsoft Bing or Amazon [4].
Besides statically connecting distributed resources, an
elastic wide-area CloudNet connectivity can be attractive,
e. g., for inter-site data transfers or state synchronization of a distributed application (such as online gaming).
Other use cases are the spill-over (or out-sourcing) to the
public cloud in times of resource shortage in the private
data center, or the distribution of content to caches.
Note that a CloudNet may not even specify the locations of its constituting resources, and the mapping of the
CloudNet to the physical network can hence be subject to
optimization. The resources of the CloudNets may even
be migrated to different locations over time. For example,
latency-critical CloudNets (e. g., realizing a game, an SAP,
or a social networking service) can be dynamically migrated together with the demand of the (mobile) users
(“move with the sun”), while delay-tolerant CloudNets
(e. g., for large-scale computations or bulk data storage)
are run on physical servers remote from the users (“move
with the moon”). Concretely, the migration of (parts of)
a CloudNet can involve the movement of one or multiple
virtual nodes (“virtual machines”); however, sometimes
it may be sufficient to migrate virtual links only (e. g.,
finding alternative routes in the physical network).
Moreover, resources allocated to a CloudNet can be
scaled up or down depending on the demand at the
different sites. Finally, the decoupling of the CloudNet
from the underlying physical infrastructure can also improve reliability, as networks can seamlessly switch to
alternative cloud and link resources after a failure, or for
maintenance purposes.
We expect that several different economic players will
be involved in the provisioning of CloudNets. Besides the
service and infrastructure provider, new business models
may emerge, for instance, resource brokers that resell
CloudNet resources.
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Economical Roles
The advent of CloudNets may create a tussle among
service and infrastructure providers over who should
operate and who should manage the corresponding networks. In [8], we identified two additional roles (i. e.,
potential market players) besides Physical Infrastructure
Providers (PIPs) and Service Providers (SPs): Virtual Network Providers (VNPs) (essentially “resource brokers”)
for assembling virtual resources from one or multiple
PIPs into a virtual network, and Virtual Network Operators (VNOs) for the installation and operation of the
CloudNet provided by the VNP according to the needs of
the SP. Our CloudNet architecture defines standardized
interfaces between the players to automate the setup of
virtual networks (by using a common control plane).
2.1 Architecture & Prototype

Specification and Specificity
Our architecture is based on a Resource and CloudNet
Description Language (RDL) [9] (a. k. a. FleRD) which revolves around basic NetworkElement (NE) objects (for
both nodes and links!) that are interconnected via NetworkInterfaces (NI) objects. Keeping these objects generic
has the side effect that descriptions of resource aggregations, or non-standard entities (e. g., clusters of providers)
is trivially supported: they may be modeled as NEs of an
appropriate type and included as topological elements.
Thus, we can for example also describe mappings in the
context of a reseller. Concretely, NE properties are represented as a set of attribute-value pair objects labeled as
Resource and Features. The meaning of resources here is
canonic and resources may be shared amongst NEs. Features represent any type of property that is not a resource
(e. g., CPU architecture).
One challenge in the communication of specifications
and RDL elements across different roles is to ensure consistency, especially for non-topological requirements. For
instance, imagine a service provider specification only
requires that two nodes are binary compatible (e. g., 32
or 64 bit). How can a VNP in charge of distributing
such a CloudNet across multiple PIPs fulfill the specification? A simple solution would be that the VNP chooses
one of the different options (e. g., both 64 bit) before
forwarding the request to the different PIPs. However,
this solution comes with an unnecessary specificity and
hence a loss in flexibility: as the VNP has a limited view
on the infrastructure of the PIPs only, the VNP’s choice
may lead to inefficient allocations (e. g., the two nodes
are mapped unnecessarily far away). Alternatively, the
VNP may assign the corresponding NEs globally unique

IDs which can be used by the PIPs to agree on a choice
themselves; for instance, a unique identifier may consist of a unique VNP ID followed by a VNP-chosen NE
identifier. The required communication to achieve this
may go via the VNP again, or occur directly between the
PIPs.
Plugins
Our architecture is plugin-based to facilitate extensions
and adaptations to new networking and virtualization
technologies. Plugin-based operation hinges on a feature of the resource description language, namely typed
NetworkElements: The NetworkElement objects all have
a hierarchical attribute field (this also applies to the NetworkInterface, Resource and Feature objects). This field
is a string of hierarchy levels, like a path in a Unix file
system (e. g., /node/host/generic).
Much like a CloudNet, any player’s substrate can
be described in terms of the RDL. Hence all substrate
NEs and all CloudNet NEs will have an attribute field.
The higher order hierarchy levels of a CloudNet’s NEs
type will be used in the course of the mapping process
to determine which substrate NEs they can be allocated to (i. e., both /node/host/mainframe and
/node/host/server might be suitable allocations
for a /node/host/generic CloudNet NE).
Once a CloudNet’s resources have been mapped to
a player’s substrate resources, the lower levels of the substrate NE’s type will be used to determine which plugin
to use to provision the CloudNet NEs in question. Depending on the substrate NetworkElement’s hardware or
software (e. g., Layer 2 VPNs, Ethernet, OpenFlow, MPLS,
mainframes, VM hosts), the appropriate embedding plugin can be chosen to embed all the CloudNet’s resources
mapped to the substrate element in question.
In conclusion, attributes are used for two purposes:
1) The attribute determines which substrate NE types
a request’s NEs can be mapped to. This is done by
matching up the upper hierarchy layers in the NE’s type,
(e. g., /node/host in the example) against a list of
available substrate network element types. And 2), given
a mapping from a request graph’s NE to a substrate
NE, the substrate NE’s type determines which embedding plugin is used to implement the requested virtual
NE.
Prototype
The (open-source) CloudNets prototype is a proof-ofconcept implementation of the architecture described
above. Currently, the prototype implements the PIP business role (the infrastructure provider) as well as the VNP
business role (the resource broker). As a link virtualization plugin we use tagged VLANs: each virtual link
is realized as a VLAN. The VLANs provide isolation and
enable the demultiplexing of frames to the corresponding
virtual machines (to which the connection looks like an
Ethernet link).
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have a first-mover advantage by offering new flexible and
elastic services. Over time, it can make sense for so far
independent CloudNet providers to collaborate. For example, two providers with a local footprint can offer more
global CloudNets.
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Testbed
Our network virtualization prototype is run on two separate testbed environments, one at TU Berlin and one
at NTT DoCoMo Eurolabs, Munich. Both testbeds have
a Cisco 4500 series switch carrying both virtual network data plane VLANs and testbed management VLANs.
Moreover, both testbeds consist of Sun X4150 machines
hosting both substrate resources and the virtual machines
running the various roles’ management software. Virtual
nodes can either be fully virtualized KVM virtual machines where physical substrate nodes are available, or
paravirtualized Xen virtual machines.
The substrate resource allocation for the CloudNet
embeddings is computed with an optimized Mixed Integer Program (MIP). Once the resource allocation is
determined, the physical infrastructure provider creates
virtual machines, establishes the links between them and
hands control over to the customer (by providing console
access to the virtual nodes for instance). At the heart of
the prototype lie MySQL databases where each provider
keeps all information about its substrate topology and
embedded virtual networks.
The Embedding Plugin
In order to embed CloudNets on the given substrate topology, we use a two-stage approach: first, a fast heuristic
is used to initially place the CloudNet; subsequently,
a Mixed Integer Program plugin (short MIP) is used
to optimize long-lived and “heavy-hitter” CloudNets in
the background, migrating them to a new location [10].
In the following, we will focus on the second stage
only; for an overview of fast embedding heuristics, we
refer the reader to [11–13], and especially the surveys [14; 15]).
The mathematical programming approach is attractive
as it is very general and allows us to specify many different
types of embeddings and embedding constraints. Especially embeddings on arbitrary Internet infrastructures
with heterogeneous resources and links requires a high
flexibility. Our MIP supports a simple replacement of the
optimization function, without the need to redesign the
embedding algorithm. For instance, one possible objective function may arise in scenarios where a CloudNet
should be embedded in such a manner that the maximal
load or congestion is minimized. In other scenarios, the
CloudNets should be embedded in a compact manner
(subject to collocation constraints) in order to be able to
shut down the other parts of the physical network, e. g.,
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to save energy. Moreover, our MIP plugin also supports
the migration of (parts of) a CloudNet: As the CloudNet requests arriving over time may be hard to predict,
certain embeddings computed online in the past may
become suboptimal, and re-embeddings and migrations
are necessary.
By computing the embedding that would result after
a migration together with the migration cost, the MIP
allows us to determine, e. g., the cost-benefit tradeoff of
migration. For example, our algorithm allows to answer questions such as: Can we migrate CloudNets to
a more compact form such that 20% of the currently used
resources are freed up, and what would be the corresponding migration cost? It is then left to the (potentially
automated) administrator to decide whether the changes
are worthwhile.

3 PIP and VNP Roles
In the following, we will focus on the PIP (Physical Infrastructure Provider) role and the VNP (Virtual Network
Provider) role, and will describe their implementation.
The VNO (Virtual Network Operator) and SP (Service
Provider) are not implemented in our prototype yet.
Graph Serialization
To permit interactions between PIP and VNP roles, a first
and important task to be solved is graph serialization.
Since the management nodes for the VNP and the PIPs
in its substrate graph all run on dedicated machines with
dedicated databases, graphs representing the CloudNet
topologies have to be serialized into a database independent representation to be sent across the network. To this
end we developed a YAML representation of the resource
description language.
3.1 The PIP

The PIP role supports arbitrary topology specification
and topology modification including live migration of
running nodes (within a PIP’s substrate). It mainly consists of a Mapping Component that handles the MIP
formulation, the result interpretation and Mapping Layer
graph generation, and an extensible (plugin based) Embedding Component that embeds a (partial) CloudNet
topology on the PIP’s substrate given its overlay and
mapping layer graphs. Figure 1 (left) gives an overview.
Substrate
The PIP’s substrate is largely virtualized in our testbed
in Berlin: most substrate nodes are KVM virtual machines running on the testbed’s Sun X4150 machines. The
X4150s are interconnected by an IEEE 802.1q-capable
switch. The virtualized substrate nodes are assigned
unique Ethernet addresses and connected via physical
Ethernet interfaces. The CloudNet VNodes are then created on aforementioned KVM machines. Each virtual link
is assigned a unique VLAN tag (picked by the PIP from
its assigned range of VLAN tags). These VLAN tags are
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In the following, we will first give an overview of the
testbed and then discuss the prototype. In the context of
the prototype, we will refer to virtual nodes as VNodes and
to virtual links as VLinks. Moreover, we will sometimes
distinguish between the mapping of a CloudNet (i. e.,
where to allocate the CloudNet in the substrate) and the
embedding of a CloudNet (the actual implementation of
said allocation).

A Federated CloudNet Architecture: The PIP and the VNP Role



set on all data plane interfaces (or switch ports) of the
substrate nodes on the virtual link.
In addition, some of the X4150 machines are configured to serve as substrate nodes themselves, on top of
hosting virtualized substrate nodes. They can host fully
virtualized KVM VNodes (as opposed to the virtualized
substrate nodes which can only host paravirtualized Xen
SNodes).
All substrate nodes store their VM images on an
NFS share exported by their controlling PIP. PIPs are
responsible for creating VM images and hypervisor
configurations, while the substrate nodes’ provisioning
scripts take care of the rest.
Interconnections between links that do not involve
VNodes are realized by creating bridge devices on dedicated Tunnel Bridge (TBR) nodes. Unlike regular
substrate nodes, these do not run OpenVSwitch but the
regular Linux bridge. They can host virtual switches and
terminate OpenVPN tunnels.
In particular these bridge devices are used to establish
VLinks spanning across PIP boundaries (transit links):
They interconnect the outside segment of these links
(within the specifying VNP’s management scope) with
the internal segment of these links (within the PIP’s management scope). The mechanism behind this is based on
OpenVPN TAP style layer two tunnels: These are VPN
tunnels terminating in virtual Ethernet devices on both
tunnel bridges involved in the transit link. Said virtual
interfaces trunk all VLinks embedded on the transit link
in question and are bridged to the tunnel bridges’ data
plane interface.

3.1.1 Cloud Operating System
The prototype provides similar services as modern Cloud
Operating Systems:
Automated VM Provisioning
The Embedding Component automatically creates VM
images for VNodes (typically by making copies of a template VM image suitable for the hosting substrate node’s
hypervisor) and hypervisor configuration files. With everything in place these VMs can be started through an
XMLRPC interface to the hosting substrate node’s provisioning scripts. This interface offers a range of basic
VM provisioning functionalities such as start, stop, and
powercycle.
VM Image Caching
Since the I/O performance of the X4150 machines is
rather poor and there is plenty of storage space available
we developed a caching scheme to speed up CloudNet
embedding. There is a daemon, clipd, that maintains
a cache of VM images on every PIP’s exported NFS
share (on disk). The Embedding component can request
VM images from this daemon’s cache, which are then
be moved to their final location on the NFS share, thus
greatly speeding up the whole embedding process. The
clipd cache is replenished by a cron job while the Mapping Layer/Embedding is inactive.
Customer Console Access to VNodes
Since placement of VNodes is rather opaque to a PIP’s
customers – and not relevant as long as their require-
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Figure 1 Left: The CloudNets architecture as implemented by the PIP role. Right: Stages of a CloudNet request: from VNP to PIP.
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Automated Link Provisioning
Virtual links are provisioned and brought up automatically. In the Mapping Layer graph they are split up into
segments, one for each substrate network element they
are mapped to (for instance the two substrate nodes
on either end and the switch port the substrate nodes’
data plane interfaces are connected to). For each of these
components appropriate Embedding Plugin is called. To
date there are Embedding Plugins handling OpenVSwitch
based hosts, traditional Linux Bridge based hosts and
Cisco 4500 series switches (the latter are configured via
SNMP).
3.1.2 Negotiation and Provisioning Interface
A PIP controls its substrate nodes and (physical) switch
through an XMLRPC configuration interface. The PIP in
turn offers two interfaces to the VNP role: The Negotiation Interface and the Provisioning Interface. Both consist
of a range of XMLRPC methods.
Negotiation follows a two-stage protocol: The Negotiation Interface allows for sending preliminary embedding
requests (and potentially prices) for either topology creation or modification of previously embedded topologies.
Once a VNP is sure it wants to embed a topology permanently (i. e., after receiving the ‘okays’ from all involved
PIPs), it will send a confirmation request for the preliminary topology.
The VNodes of an embedded topology can then be
started and stopped through the Provisioning Interface.

3.2 The VNP

The VNP’s high-level architecture is similar to the PIP’s,
also comprising a Mapping Component and an Embedding Component. The Mapping Component is for the
most part identical to the PIP’s. The major differences are
in the embedding component: (1) since the VNP’s substrate consists of entire PIPs rather than physical nodes
and links, the VNP has its own set of embedding plugins to interact with PIPs’ Negotiation Interfaces; (2) the
Embedding Component contains additional code for the
creation of partial graphs which can be mapped to a single
PIP.
In order to generate the partial PIP networks, the VNP
first constructs a “helper graph” consisting of all PIPs it
has contracts with. For this helper graph, the PIP networks are “guessed” by the VNP given the information it
has about them. (In our prototype, we simply aggregate
the PIP’s memory capacities.) The VNP then embeds
the CloudNet onto the helper graph to determine which
NEs should be hosted on which PIP. The NEs mapped
to a single PIP then form the partial graph of this PIP,
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which is handed down to the infrastructure provider for
the final embedding.
Substrate
The VNP’s substrate consists of PIP nodes interconnected
by transit links1 . Hence the VNP is aware of the topology
between PIPs (or a subset of said topology) but does not
know anything about the PIPs’ internal topology.
Negotiation and Provisioning Interface
A library on the VNP level implements the client side
functionality of the PIP’s Negotiation and Provisioning
Interface. It is used to send partial topology graphs to
PIPs and embed them.

4 Life of a CloudNet Request
Figure 1 (right) gives a graphical outline of the life of
a CloudNet.
Incoming CloudNet Request
The CloudNet request in the form of an ‘overlay graph’
(henceforth referred to as OL0 graph) is submitted to the
VNP (as a serialized topology graph, through an XMLRPC interface similar to the PIP’s Negotiation Interface).
Subsequently, the VNP’s mapping process is started.
Substrate Synchronization
The first step in mapping a CloudNet request is substrate
synchronization: The VNP uses the Negotiation Interface to update the available resources (and their costs)
on the PIPs constituting its substrate. In order to both
protect PIP’s business secrets (namely the details of its
substrate topology), and give the VNP a rough approximation of a given PIP’s available resources, we simply
sum up all the resources of a given type in the PIP’s
substrate. These aggregate resources will then be assigned
to the /node/host/pip NE representing this PIP in
the VNP’s substrate graph.
Solution of VNP-level MIP
Before proceeding with the mapping process, the VNP
completes the overlay OL0 graph, yielding an OL1 graph.
This is to account for any vagueness on the upstream
entity’s part: e. g., values are chosen for those required
resources and features that were left unspecified. For instance the virtualization technology might not have been
specified, allowing the VNP to make a choice of its own
or pass the the vague graph on to downstream players,
who will in turn have the freedom of choice. Next it
formulates the MIP for mapping the incoming CloudNet
request to its substrate of PIPs. The MIP is based upon
the following variables: (1) the incoming OL0 graph’s
resource and feature requirements and constraints, (2)
the available resources and features on the PIPs consti1

In our prototype, these are represented by OpenVPN (see
http://openvpn.net/) tap style tunnels between the PIPs’ tunnel bridge
nodes.
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ments are met – there is a mechanism to automatically
look up any given VNode’s hosting substrate node, and
offer a proxied serial console session on that very VNode
to a customer requesting access.
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Serialization and Transmission
Once the partial graphs have been assembled, each of
them is serialized and sent to its hosting PIP through
the Negotiation Interface. This currently takes place in
a serial manner in our prototype, i. e., partial graphs are
sent to PIPs one after the other. If one of the PIPs in the
chain turns out to be unable to embed its partial graph
the VNP rolls back the already embedded partial graphs
(deletes them) and reports a failure status to the upstream
entity that sent the original CloudNet request.
Formulation and Solution
Upon receipt of a partial graph a PIP will – much like
the VNP – complete the OL0 graphs to yield OL1 graphs,
and formulate the MIP for mapping the incoming partial
CloudNet request to its substrate of physical hardware.
The program is based on the following variables: (1) the
incoming partial graph’s resource and feature requirements and constraints, (2) the available resources and
features on this PIP, and (3) the available resources and
features on this PIP’s outgoing transit links leading to
destination.
Once the MIP has been solved the result is translated back into a mapping layer graph, mapping all of
the OL1 graph’s Network Elements to substrate links and
nodes. Control passes to the Embedding Component now
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Partial Graph Generation
Now the VNP iterates through the OL1 graph and creates
a set of partial graphs, one for each PIP. Each of these
partial graphs consists of all the NEs mapped to the PIP
in question.
In the course of partial graph generation, stubs for
transit links are created. These consist of two special network element types: /node/host/pip and
/link/transit.
The /link/transit NE specifies the VLAN to use
for this transit link (we opted for letting the VNP pick
transit VLANs to avoid implementing an error prone PIPto-PIP negotiation mechanism for this purpose). This
closely matches the most likely real-world scenario, too:
A VNP might have an embedding plugin for a transit
provider (for instance someone running an MPLS network) with black boxes located at both PIPs’ network
edges. This embedding plugin requests a transit link between these two PIPs and receives some kind of link
identifier (such as a VLAN tag). The VNP then communicates this link identifier to the PIPs on either end,
which allows both PIPs to connect the black box to their
local segment of the virtual link.
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Figure 2 Link vs. node migration.

which will configure the topology’s VLANs on the switch
as specified by the Mapping Component and create the
VNodes’ images and hypervisor configuration. With everything in place the PIP reports success to the VNP
which sent the (partial) CloudNet creation request.
Bootup and Handoff
Once success has been reported back to the VNP by all
PIPs involved in the CloudNet creation request, the VNP
confirms all these requests through the PIPs’ Negotiation
Interface, uses the PIPs’ Provisioning Interface to start the
newly created VNodes (the links will already have been
brought up in the course of negotiation). Finally, the
VNP hands control over the CloudNet to the requesting
upstream entity (typically in the form of console interfaces).
Performance
Figure 2 shows the performance (downtime) of migrating a live streaming server (size 1 GB) in our prototype
(between 3 access points): (1) when just virtual links are
migrated, (2) when the server migrates between physical machines, possibly displacing other, latency-uncritical
CloudNets’ nodes. Link migration turned out to perform
worse in terms of service outage than node migration.
Node migration, on the other hand performed much
worse than link migration in terms of total migration
duration (node migration took a median of 225 s, versus
only a median 23 s for link migration).
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tuting the VNP’s substrate (as far as they are known to
the VNP), and (3) the available resources and features on
the transit links between PIPs.
Once the MIP has been solved the result is translated
back into a mapping layer graph, mapping all of the OL1
graph’s Network Elements (NEs) to PIPs and transit links.
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